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ABSTRACT 

Energy efficiency is a major design issue in the context of Wireless 
Sensor Networks (WSN). If data is to be sent to a far-away base 
station, collaborative beamforming by the sensors may help to dis
tribute the load among the nodes and reduce fast battery depletion. 
However, collaborative beamforming techniques are far from opti-
mality and in many cases may be wasting more power than required. 

In this contribution we consider the issue of energy efficiency in 
beamforming applications. Using a convex optimization framework, 
we propose the design of a virtual beamformer that maximizes the 
network's lifetime while satisfying a pre-specified Quality of Service 
(QoS) requirement. A distributed consensus-based algorithm for the 
computation of the optimal beamformer is also provided. 

Index Terms— Energy-efficiency, consensus, beamforming 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Beamforming techniques adjust the antenna weights in order to mit
igate fading channel or interference effects, thus enhancing the qual
ity of the signal of interest. In the context of a Wireless Sensor Net
work (WSN), it may happen that the area of interest to be sensed is 
located in a remote region of difficult access. To overcome the prob
lem of retrieving the gathered data, nodes can cooperate to form a 
virtual beamformer in order to send the acquired data to a far-away 
base station for further processing and analysis. A certain Quality 
of Service (QoS) measure must be imposed at the receiver side (i.e. 
base station) that allows reliable signal decoding. 

One possible solution to this end is the concept of collabora
tive beamforming [1] where nodes synchronize their phases to add 
constructively at the base station. The statistical properties of the av
erage radiation pattern have been analyzed for different distributions 
of the nodes [1-4]. It is demonstrated that as the number of nodes 
increases the average directivity of the virtual array approaches its 
maximum. Although the average properties of the radiation pat
tern are insightful they only hold asymptotically when the number 
of nodes is very large. Further, channel effects are usually ignored 
and in many situations we may be wasting more power than neces
sary (far from optimality). In order to meet some QoS at the receiver 
it would be more energy-efficient to optimize the individual antenna 
weights so as to maximize the network's lifetime, using the more 
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mature beamforming technology for centralized scenarios, otherwise 
we may cause rapid energy depletion at the nodes, shortening their 
time of activity. 

In the last few years, the application of convex optimization 
techniques to beamforming problems has been proven very success
ful, see [5] and references therein. The use of convex optimization 
can help to produce optimal or close to optimal solutions in many 
beamforming problems. In the context of WSN, energy efficiency 
is a major design issue and there has been little attention to this is
sue in the context of beamforming applications. In [6,7] the issue 
of energy-efficiency is considered when collaborative beamforming 
is used. However, both works are oriented to routing optimization 
instead of energy efficient beamforming. The development of dis
tributed optimization techniques that take into account energy effi
ciency are of paramount importance in WSN's. 

We consider the distributed beamforming problem with QoS 
constraints where the metric to be optimized is the network's life
time (i.e. the time that the network can guarantee the specified 
QoS requirement). We derive closed-form expressions for the opti
mal beamformer and provide an iterative algorithm for its numerical 
computation. Using only local information about battery status and 
channel conditions, we use consensus [8] to find a fully distributed 
version of the centralized algorithm (i.e. only require local commu
nication among nodes). 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

Consider a WSN composed of M battery-powered single-antenna 
nodes scattered over a certain area and the following discrete-time 
communication system 

y[k] = wH[k]hs[k]+n[k] , (1) 

where y[k\ is the received signal at time instant k, h = [hi,... , HM\ 
is the channel between the nodes and the base station, w[fe] = 
[mi,. . . , M] is the beam-vector, s[k] is the discrete-time signal to 
be transmitted and n[k] represents the measurement noise process. 
The noise samples n[k] are assumed to be independent and iden
tically (i.i.d.) distributed Gaussian random variables of zero mean 
and variance a^, that is n[k] ~ A/"(0, a^). 

The (instantaneous) received Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at 
destination is given by r[fe] = |wH[fe]h| ^f = |wH[fe]h| po, 
where expectation is taken over the noise n[k] and the symbols s[k], 
withPs = E[|s[fe]|2],E[s[fe]] = 0and/90 = Ps/al. 

We will use the instantaneous received SNR r[fe] as our QoS 
measure, i.e. r[fe] > p. Besides, we also seek to maximize the 
network's lifetime so that it can be operative for the largest period of 
time. Several measures of network's lifetime have been proposed in 
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Fig. 1: Beamforming scenario between the nodes and the far-away 

base station. 

the literature (see [9] and references therein) attending to different 
criteria like percentage of alive nodes, coverage area or connectivity, 
among others. In our problem a natural measure of the network's 
lifetime is the time that the network can satisfy the QoS constraint. 
We will show later that such lifetime criterion is equivalent, in our 
system model, to maximizing the time for the first node to deplete 
its battery. 

3. ENERGY-EFFICIENT BEAMFORMING 

Let Em denote the initial battery level of node TO. The amount of 
energy consumed during the fe-th sampling period at node TO would 
be \vjm [fe] |2TS , where Ts is the sampling period. 

Definition 1 (Deterministic network lifetime). The lifetime of the 
network is the time that the QoS constraint (T[k] > p) can be satis
fied. 

Our goal is then to find the sequence of beamforming vectors 
{w[fe]} that maximize that network's lifetime given in Definition 
1. As nodes are battery-equipped elements with limited power re
sources, we also impose a maximum transmission power pm on each 
node. 

Let denote K* as the maximum time that the QoS constraint can 
be satisfied, then the problem of finding the optimal beam-vectors 
{ w [ l ] , . . . , wfü"*]}, can be expressed as 

find 

subject to 

{w[i],...,w[in} e CJ 

WH[fe]h|2/90 >P 
Wm[k}\ <p„ 

Is ¿_,k = l Wm[k}\¿ <E„ 

k = l,...,K* 

for all TO, fe 

TO = 1 , . . . ,M 

(2) 

where the last constraint ensures that no node can waste more energy 
than its actual battery level. 

Although the time index fe is discrete, we will consider it as a 
continuous variable in the optimization process. Based on problem 
(2) we can establish the following result: 

Lemma 1. Let {w* [ 1 ] , . . . , w* [K*]} be a solution (feasible point) 
of the feasibility problem (2). Then, the set of vectors z[fe], fe = 
1 , . . . ,K with \zm[k]\ = \wm[k]\ and Zzm[k] = Zhm are also 
optimal. 

Proof. Since |zm[fe]| = |w„[fe]| for all TO and fe, the second 
and third constraints of problem (2) are automatically satisfied 
as they only involve the magnitude of wm[fe]. We only need to 
show that the first constraint is also satisfied. We then have that 

P ^ P° | E m = l ( W m [ f c ] ) * ^ m | < Pa ( E m = l l W m M I I M J = 

po |z [fejhl , and the result follows. D 

Let wm[fe] = |wm[fe]| and hm = \hm\, i.e. the magnitude 
of the TO-th beam-weight and the m-th channel coefficient, respec
tively. Based on Lemma 1 we could fix the phase of the beam-vectors 
{ w [ l ] , . . . , wjif*]} to match that of the channel and replace prob
lem (2) by the following (real-valued) feasibility power allocation 
problem 

\w[i],...,w[K*]} e l j find 

subject to w [fe]h > \fp~J~po k = l,...,K* 

for all TO, fe 

TO= 1 , . . . , M 

(3) 

where w[fe] = [tyi[fe],... ,WM[fe]] and h = [hi,..., HM\ .Note 
that feasibility problem (3) is convex and hence, can be solved effi
ciently. Further, since the problem is convex it can be easily shown 
that an optimal constant beam-vector (independent of time) exists. 

Lemma 2. Assume that feasibility problem (3) is feasible. Then, 
there exist an optimal solution { w * [ l ] , . . . , w ^ i f * ] } to (3) such 
that w* [i] = w* for all i = 1 , . . . , K*. 

Proof. Assume that {w* [ 1 ] , . . . , w* [K*]} is a solution of the feasi
bility problem (3). Then the constant sequence with elements equal 
to w* = min¿||w*[i]| | , i = 1 , . . . , K*, is also a feasible point (se
quence). D 

However, we still need to compute the optimal time K* in order 
to compute the optimal beamvector. Since, by Lemma 2, for any K* 
there exist always a constant beamvector that solves problem (3), 
then we can formulate the lifetime maximization problem as: 

maximize K 

subject to w h > \/p/po 
„T,2 

< Pn 

KWm% < E„ 

TO = 1 , 

TO = 1 . ,M 

(4) 

Note that the last constraint of problem (4) is not convex. However, 
by an appropriate change of variables it can be transformed into con
vex form. Consider the change of variable t = 1/K, then we can 
reformulate problem (4) as the following equivalent minimization 
problem: 

(5) 

where now the last constraint of (5) corresponds to a second order 
cone constraint and hence, it's convex and can be solved efficiently. 

As we mentioned earlier, it turns out that, in our particular set
ting, maximizing for the QoS lifetime criterion (i.e. Definition 1) 
coincides with maximizing the time for the first node to deplete 
its battery (i.e. 1st node depletion criterion). To see the equiva
lence note that the forecasted longevity of a node will be given by 

w>0,i 

subject to w ' h > \/p/po 
'Mm < Pm 
Wm < tEm/Ts 

TO = 

TO = 

= 1,-
= 1,. 

.,M 
, , M 
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Em J (| vjrn | TB). It can be easily shown that the maximization of the 
minimum node longevity can be expressed as 

minimize m a x ¿ . . . . . —#— 
w>0 V B l _ EM 

subject to w h > \fp~fp~o (6) 

Wm <Pm m=l,...,M 

It is easy to see that problem (5) is the epigraph form of problem (6). 

Proposition 1. Suppose problem (5) is solvable, then the optimal 
power allocation is given by 

t*E„ 

Ts 

t 
VP/PQ - E ^ A J M V ^ 

E m G M \hm\\/Em/Ts 

(7) 

(8) 

where M. = {m | | w m | 2 < pm} is the set of nodes not transmitting 
at maximum power. 

Proof. The Lagrangian of (5) is 

C = t[l — fi e ) + w A w — Ah w + A* (9) 

where fi = [pi,... ,PM]T, cr = [cr i , . . . ,aM]T, \,pm,<Jm e R+ 
are the associated Lagrange multipliers, e = -^- [Ei,... , EM] , 
p = [pi,... ,PM]T and A = diag (fi + a). The Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions are then given by 

wm - Pm < 0, ' ~2 _ 'm \1Um Pn 

W 
.-.2 

= 0 2 A w = Ah 
:fTh-^/pJp^>0, \(,/p~/pl,-wTh) =0 / x T e = l 

• tErn/TB < 0, pm (Wm ~ tEm/Ts) = 0 
(10) 

Assume that wm < \jp-m, we then have that am = 0. We also 
know that all nodes must be active (i.e. wm > 0) which implies 
that fim > 0 which further implies wm = \/t Em/TB and that 
\/p/po = w h. Since wm < Pm we have 

M 

wTh = ^2 m i n [\/t*Em/Ts, y ^ J \hm\ = VP/PO (11) 
m = l 

which is equivalent to 

J2 Vt*Em/T„\hm\+ J2 
\/Pm~\hm\ = \/p/p0 • (12) 

mEM m£M 

Solving the above equation for t* leads to (8). D 

It is immediate to realize that the optimal beam-vector is 
(w*) T = [tyj;/ii/ |/ii | , . . . , wMh,M/\hM\\. From the closed-form 
expressions (7) and (8) we also realize that, at the optimum, all 
nodes must be active (i.e. wm > 0 for all m). Further, since all 
nodes transmitting below its maximum allowed transmission power 
have the same ratio i ? m / | w ^ j | 2 , m € Á4. (i.e. share the same value 
of t*), then they will deplete their batteries at the same time. 

Algorithm 1 - Iterative Algorithm 

..,M 
repeat 

k ^ k + 1 

until M{k) =M(k~1) 

' -Xk) lit ,M 

4. ALGORITHMS 

In this section we present an iterative algorithm for the computation 
of the optimal beamformer of problem (5) using the closed form ex
pressions (7) and (8). The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 
1. By matching the phase of the beam-vector to that of the chan
nel we obtain a solution to the original beamforming problem (2). 
It can be shown that Algorithm 1 converges to the optimal beam-
former. However, due to space limitations we skip the details here. 
The problem with Algorithm 1 is that it is centralized and therefore, 
it is not practical in the context of WSNs. However, by inspection of 
Algorithm 1 it is easy to realize that a distributed counterpart based 
on consensus is possible. The idea is very simple and is based on 
the observation that vk' in step 8 of Algorithm 1 can be obtained 
by dividing two terms, each of which can be computed by means of 
consensus. To that end, consider two variables per node j m and / 3 m , 
the first one contributing to the numerator and the latter one to the 
denominator of (8). Initially, we assume that all nodes are trans-
Algorithm 2 - Consensus-based Iterative Algorithm 
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10: 

11 

12 

13 
14 
15 
16 

0 
lm <- ^pJp~a/M, (3^ <- \hm| ^/Em/% for all m 
repeat 

k^k + 1 
begin consensus 

(k) l r 

a(k) 1_ ^ 
1 c M ¿-< 

end consensus 
CO 

_(fc) 

(¿k)/tik)) 

(k-D 
Jin 
q(fc-l) 

.„ _(k) r-
\lWm == WP' 

(jt^Em/%. 

<k) 
then 

s/p/pH/M-\hr, 
0 

7: 
hJm 

end if 
until i(fc) - t(k-1) <e 

, -CO hm 
Wm < - Wm Tjf^l 

mitting below their maximum power (i.e. the same as in Algorithm 
1) so that j m = y/p/po/M and (3=\hm\ \/Em/Ts. If we perform 
an average consensus over these two quantities, they converge to 
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IF E m 7m and i f J2m P™ at each node [8]. By dividing these two 
average quantities we get the same value of t as in the centralized 
Algorithm 1. After that, each node computes its power allocation 
vm as in (7). If a node is required to transmit at its maximum power 
then, it sets 7 m = ^p/po/M — \ hm \ ̂ Jpm and / 3 m = 0 for the next 
iteration. The complete algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. It is easy 
to see that the two Algorithms 1 and 2 yield the same solution. 

5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

50 100 150 200 50 100 150 200 250 300 

(a) Battery level over time (b) Convergence to the target SNR 

In this section we provide some numerical results in order to illus
trate the proposed approach and algorithms. We have generated a 
random network of M = 50 nodes uniformly distributed in a unit 
square. Connectivity among nodes has been set based on a coverage 
radius criterion with an average degree of 4. The symbol to back
ground noise power ratio po = Pajo\ has been set to 20 dB. Nodes 
have an initial random battery level uniformly distributed within the 
interval [0.5 1], The channel coefficients follow a circularly sym
metric complex Gaussian distribution of zero mean and unit variance 
(i.e. Rayleigh fading). 

10' 

Time 

Fig. 2: Lifetime CDF for p = 20 dB 

We have compared the proposed energy-aware lifetime opti
mization method with a collaborative beamforming (CB) strategy 
that adjust the power of the nodes (i.e. the same for all nodes) in 
order to meet the QoS constraint. In Figure 2 we have plotted the 
CDF of the network lifetime based on 1000 realizations for a target 
QoS p = 20 dB. For the CB strategy we have represented the time 
at which the first node deplete its battery (CB 1st node) and the time 
for which the QoS can be guaranteed (CB QoS). With the proposed 
approach we can improve the lifetime of the network by more than 
one order of magnitude. 

In Figure 3-a it is depicted the battery level of the different nodes 
using the optimized weights. As it can be observed all nodes deplete 
their batteries at the same time which is equivalent to maximize the 
time that the QoS can be satisfied. In Figure 3-b we have an example 
for a target SNR of 20 dB. We have displayed the achieved SNR as 
a function of the iteration number for the Consensus Iterative Algo
rithm 1. It can be appreciated that the algorithm converges to the 
target SNR of 20 dB. We further illustrate in Figure 3-c and the error 
between the centralized power allocation and the one achieved using 
the distributed algorithms. The error term for every node goes to 
zero as the iteration number increases. 

(c) Difference to centralized solution 

Fig. 3: Performance of the algorithm 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a distributed approach to energy-efficient beam-
forming in sensor networks. The proposed strategy takes into ac
count the remaining battery level at each node in order to optimize 
for the network lifetime while guaranteeing a specified QoS require
ment. We have validated by means of simulations that the proposed 
scheme outperforms collaborative beamforming strategy. We have 
also provided a consensus-based distributed algorithm for the com
putation of the optimal beamformer. 
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